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Executive Summary
This report analyzes more than 300 biographies of senior Chinese military officers from
2015 and 2021 to assess the composition, demographics, and career patterns of the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) leadership. Key findings include the following points.
■

The PLA is a conservative institution whose leaders waited their turn and achieved suc-

cess in their services, and who have similar personal backgrounds.
✦

Average senior PLA officers rose patiently through the ranks over the course of
careers spanning more than four decades; there were few opportunities for “fast
burners” to achieve quicker success. Central Military Committee (CMC) Chairman Xi Jinping has not skipped over a generation of people who had waited their
turn to promote young Turks more familiar with modern conflict.

✦

The surest paths to success were in senior service positions. Joint experience was
not common—the PLA has not implemented its own version of the U.S. Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986 mandate that
officers become joint duty qualified.

✦

Senior officers were homogenous in terms of age, education, gender, and ethnicity. Xi has not looked to a broader pool of talent to fill the senior ranks.

✦

Leadership selections protect the institutional equities of different interest groups
within the PLA.

✦

There is a close correlation between service representation at the apex of the PLA
hierarchy and manpower share in the PLA. No service is punching above or below its weight in China’s military leadership.

■

Senior PLA leaders are drawn relatively equally from the 5 theater commands and 13

group armies. Even though it is responsible for Taiwan, the Eastern Theater Command cannot
be described as a “cradle of the generals.” This system ensures that the interests of different parts
of the PLA are represented at a high level.
✦

An increasing share of PLA officers are assigned to service headquarters, where
they can be expected to lobby for their services’ interests and bureaucratic agendas.

■

PLA reforms left the army in a dominant position but increased opportunities for navy,

air force, and Rocket Force officers to become senior leaders.

1
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✦

Xi oversaw a massive overhaul of the PLA that resulted in the army suffering a
decline of about 20 percent of its end strength. That service saw its share of senior
leaders cut by roughly the same percentage.

✦

There have been some notable cases of non–PLA Army officers being appointed
to senior positions, including theater commander and political commissar. Nevertheless, the army remains the dominant service in manpower and leadership
representation. By contrast, the U.S. military has a more even service representation across key Joint Staff and combatant command assignments.

■

PLA officers must continue to be responsive to Xi and the Chinese Communist Party.
✦

All PLA officers are members of the Chinese Communist Party and must have
enough political acumen to demonstrate loyalty to Xi and his agenda.

✦

Xi has been personally involved in selections through his position as CMC chairman and has increased his control through anti-corruption investigations. Also,
officers are rotated geographically to prevent patronage networks.

✦

The top 25 or so senior officers serve on the Chinese Communist Party Central
Committee and in the National People’s Congress, where they provide military
advice and look after PLA equities.

■

Future PLA operations could be hampered by officers with narrow perspectives.
✦

Senior PLA officers tend to stay not only within their own services but also in
their assigned functional areas. Operational commanders, for instance, rarely
have career-broadening experience in logistics, and vice versa.

✦

Relatively few officers in theater command positions have served in the CMC
bureaucracy or in service headquarters.

✦

Rigidity in PLA assignments could reduce China’s effectiveness in future conflicts—especially those requiring a high level of jointness and adaptability, like
the war that Russia launched against Ukraine in 2022—if Chinese military leaders lack perspectives beyond their own service, specialty, and department.

■

Some change is inevitable over the next decade, but the PLA will find it difficult to over-

turn traditions to promote a new model of PLA officer.
✦

The current cohort of PLA leadership is a transitional generation whose formative experiences were in the late Cold War period. Their successors will have
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“grown up” in the post–Cold War era when the PLA was more focused on regional contingencies.
✦

Future leaders will have more experience with advanced technology and operational concepts. They may also be more confident in China’s capabilities and favor more risk-acceptant approaches to conflict.

✦

Nevertheless, producing a fundamentally different type of senior PLA officer
would require the kind of changes to service traditions and organizational culture that have proved difficult even for the United States more than three decades
after Goldwater-Nichols.

3
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Introduction
Under Chinese Communist Party (CCP) General Secretary and Central Military Commission (CMC) Chairman Xi Jinping, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has been transformed into a modern warfighting force with advanced capabilities and a revised organizational structure better suited for high-end joint operations.1 But for militaries to be operationally
effective, modernization and reform must be complemented by skilled leaders.2 For years, the
PLA has complained that its officers suffer from mediocre leadership abilities.3 To improve the
situation, these officers have been given increasing experience with “combat-realistic” training
and new educational programs focused on combat and management skills.4 Xi has also waged
an extensive campaign against corruption, pledging that promotions—instead of being bought
and sold by corrupt officials—would be based on officers’ “ability of leading soldiers to fight
and win battles.”5
However, the reforms did not involve a radical transformation of the PLA’s senior leadership. An older generation of officers whose formative experiences dated from the Cold War was
placed in charge of the new organizations. Officers with stronger joint qualifications—referring
to experience leading troops outside their own service or planning joint operations—were not
prioritized.6 The surest paths to success remained in one’s own service’s chain of command. Officers also basically stayed in rigid career tracks, with commanders, for instance, having little
exposure to logistics. Political qualifications, whether in terms of remaining a member in good
standing in the CCP or demonstrating loyalty to Xi, were essential to survival and advancement. Consistency with the past reflected Xi’s need to make do with the officers he had on hand,
a desire to keep faith with an older generation who waited their turn, and traditions rooted in
service culture and politics.
Nevertheless, the PLA leadership is seeing incipient changes, and more are likely in the
coming decades. Naval and air force officers now occupy a larger share of senior billets; the
ground forces have been the “biggest loser” of the reforms in terms of officer assignments.7 The
retirement of the current CMC after the 20th Party Congress in October 2022 will set in motion a transition to a new generation of officers with formative experiences after the Cold War.
New training, educational, and organizational arrangements in the post-reform military mean
that younger officers will have different skills than their predecessors. The CMC’s recent adoption of new officer guidelines covering the assignment system could indicate changes in career
management, which might emphasize joint and cross-functional experience.8 Deeper changes,
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however, would require the sort of cultural shift in the PLA that has proven elusive even in the
U.S. military after Goldwater-Nichols.9
This report surveys patterns in the senior PLA leadership, defined as the top 100 to 200
military officers, during the Xi era. It asks: How have reforms affected the basic structure and
composition of the military leadership? What are its demographic patterns? What kinds of professional experience have officers gained during their careers? What are the dominant pathways
toward the PLA’s senior-most positions? How can we describe the influence of Party membership and political indoctrination on leadership development? What is Xi’s role in the process,
and what influence do patronage networks have?
The literature on the PLA leadership has been confined to studies by a small coterie of experts who closely follow appointments. Most research has focused on profiles of individual PLA
officers or small groups selected on the basis of promotion ceremonies.10 There have been only a
few larger studies over the past 20 years—which typically covered only certain segments of the
leadership, such as military region leaders and naval commanders—and most were completed
prior to the structural overhaul of the PLA that began at the end of 2015.11 A final problem is
that these reports usually assess leadership only at a specific point in time, making it difficult to
understand whether there have been changes over time and if the current leaders are normal or
exceptional by historical standards.
This report offers a comprehensive assessment of the entire top echelon of PLA leaders in
2021, numbering 155 officers. It compares qualities possessed by those officers with those of the
last cohort to occupy senior positions prior to the reforms, in 2015, which totaled 182 officers.
Biographies were systematically compiled on the basis of details available in Chinese media and
cross-referenced against annual U.S. Department of Defense publications on Chinese military
personalities.12 Generally, the report focuses on officers at theater command (TC) deputy leader
grade and above, as shown in table 1, because biographical data are most complete for these
personnel.13 The focus was on the past 10 years of their careers, which are most consistently
documented in open sources, and not on their earlier experiences. The report does not make
specific predictions for individual promotions but identifies key patterns and sets a baseline for
analyzing future changes.
The report proceeds in five sections. The first describes the structure of the PLA leadership in terms of billets, service composition, and ratios of officers assigned to different components of the PLA. The second describes key demographic patterns, including formative experiences, average age, career lengths, educational backgrounds, and gender and ethnicity.
The third section turns to career patterns, discussing the frequency of officer rotations, career
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Table 1. PLA Grade Structure
Grade

Primary Rank

CMC chairman [军委主席, junwei zhuxi] N/A
Vice chairman [军委副主席, junwei fu
GEN [上将,
zhuxi]
shangjiang]

Secondary Rank
N/A

CMC member [军委委员, junwei
weiyuan]

GEN [上将,
shangjiang]

TC leader [正战区职, zheng zhanqu zhi]
Former MR leader [正大军区职, zheng
da junqu zhi]

GEN [上将,
shangjiang]

LTG [中将, zhongjiang]

TC deputy leader [副战区职, fu zhanqu
zhi]
Former MR deputy leader [副大军区职,
fu da junqu zhi]
Corps leader [正军职, zheng jun zhi]
Corps deputy leader [副军职, fu jun zhi]
Division leader [正师职, zheng shi zhi]
Division deputy leader [副军职, fu jun
zhi]

LTG [中将,
zhongjiang]

MG [少将, shaojiang]

MG [少将, shaojiang]
MG [少将, shaojiang]
SCOL [大校, daxiao]
COL [上校,
shangxiao]

LTG [中将, zhongjiang]
SCOL [大校, daxiao]
MG [少将, shaojiang]
SCOL [大校, daxiao]

Regiment leader [正团职, zheng tuan zhi] COL [上校,
shangxiao]

LTC [中校, zhongxiao]

Regiment deputy leader [副团职, fu tuan
zhi]

LTC [中校, zhongxiao] MAJ [少校, shaoxiao]

Battalion leader [正营职, zheng ying zhi]
Battalion deputy leader [副营职, fu ying
zhi]

MAJ [少校, shaoxiao]
CPT [上尉, shangwei]

LTC [中校, zhongxiao]
MAJ [少校, shaoxiao]

Company leader [正连职, zheng lian zhi]
Company deputy leader [副连职, fu lian
zhi]

CPT [上尉, shangwei]
1LT [中尉, zhongwei]

1LT [中尉, zhongwei]
CPT [上尉, shangwei]

Platoon leader [排职, pai zhi]

2LT [少尉, shao wei]

1LT [中尉, zhongwei]

Source: Joel Wuthnow and Phillip C. Saunders, “A New Step Forward in PLA Professionalism,” China Brief 21 no. 5
(March 2021), 15.
Note: The PLA refers to navy admirals as “navy generals”; hence the lack of U.S. Navy terminology in the ranks.

movement across geographic and functional boundaries, joint experience, and pathways to
becoming a CMC member, service commander, and theater commander. The fourth section
discusses the political dimensions of the senior leadership, including political indoctrination,
the role of Xi and guanxi networks, and concurrent positions in civilian Party organs. The final
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section considers the implications for China’s military effectiveness and develops indicators for
assessing whether, and to what degree, the leadership is moving in a new direction.

Structure of the PLA Leadership
The PLA senior leadership consists of the military’s top 100 to 200 officers, who sit at the
apex of an officer corps in the hundreds of thousands and an active-duty PLA of 2 million.14
They occupy the top 4 of the PLA’s 15 officer grades, as depicted in table 2, and hold senior
positions in each of the PLA’s three major components: the CMC and its subordinate departments, the services, and the TCs, as shown in figure 1. They are similar in importance to U.S.
three- and four-star officers.15 Like all PLA officers, senior leaders have both a grade and a
rank, but the former is the primary determinant of status and authority—officers at a higher
grade are always superior to those at a lower grade, but the same is not always the case with
rank.16 Grade and rank promotions have typically occurred on different cycles, but beginning
in 2021, the PLA was taking steps toward holding promotions at the same time.17 Promotions
at this level require approval from Xi in his role as CMC chair, with selectees recommended by
the political work system.18
Before they reach the senior levels, PLA officers progress systematically through the lower grades. Upon commissioning, they are categorized into five specialties—military affairs,
political, logistics, equipment, and technical specialist.19 This model has been in place since the
1980s, but 2021 reforms made an adjustment to the first category, which has been rebranded
as “command and management officers” [指挥管理军官].20 The addition of the phrase “management” [管理] reflected the bifurcation of authority by which the TCs are in the operational
chain of command and the service headquarters have been confined to management functions,
though in practice officers in this specialty continue to rotate between the TCs and the service
headquarters (more on this below). Depending on their billet, they may lead troops (in the TCs)
or focus more on “force building” (in the services).
The major structural reforms that took place in the PLA beginning in late 2015 had several implications for the structure and responsibilities of the officer corps. Prior to the reforms,
grades were well aligned with the PLA organizational structure: division leaders, for instance,
typically led divisions as commanders or political commissars. However, the replacement of
a four-tiered (corps-division-regiment-battalion) with a three-tiered (corps-brigade-battalion)
model that covered most of the ground forces and some of the air force, combined with the
retention of a system of 15 officer grades, implied that officers would need to spend more time
in staff positions before being eligible for promotion to the next command level.
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Table 2. Positions Associated with the Top Four PLA Grades (March 2021)
Grade

CMC Positions

CMC Vice CMC Vice Chairman (2)
Chairman
CMC
Joint Staff Dept. Chief of Staff,
Member
Political Work Dept. Director,
Defense Minister, Discipline
Inspection Commission
Secretary
TC Leader Equipment Development Dept.
Director, Logistic Support
Dept. Director/PC, NDU/AMS
Commandant
TC Deputy General Office Director, Joint
Leader
Staff Dept. Deputy Chief of
Staff, Political Work Dept.
Deputy Director, Logistic
Support Dept. Deputy Director,
Equipment Development Dept.
Deputy Director, Training and
Administration Dept. Director,
National Defense Mobilization
Dept. Director, Discipline
Inspection Commission
Deputy Secretary, Science
and Technology Commission
Director, Political and Legal
Affairs Commission Director,
NDU Deputy Commandant,
NDU PC, AMS PC and Deputy
PC

TC Positions

Service Positions

TC Commander Service Commander and
and PC (10)
PC (including SSF) (10)

TC Deputy
Commander
and Deputy
PC (~10), TC
Chief of Staff
(5), TC Political
Work Dept.
Director (5),
MR Transition
Office Director
and PC (~10)

JLSF Commander and
PC, Service Deputy
Commander and
Deputy PC, Service
Staff Dept. Chief of Staff
(5), Service Political
Work Dept. Director
(5), Service Discipline
Inspection Commission
Secretary (5), Tibet
and Xinjiang Military
District Commanders
and PCs, Beijing Garrison
Commander, and PC

Key: AMS: Academy of Military Sciences; CMC: Central Military Commission; JLSF: Joint Logistic Support Force;
NDU: National Defense University; PC: Political Commissar; SSF: Strategic Support Force.
Note: Grades for some positions continue to change. For instance, in January 2022, the CMC Logistic Support Dept.
political commissar was downgraded to TC deputy leader. Thanks to Rod Lee for this observation.

There were also several implications for the PLA’s senior leadership.21 The following sections review three effects. First, the reforms meant that the number of senior billets declined
by more than 10 percent, showing that the senior leadership was not immune to the large cuts
to the PLA carried out under Xi. Second, the share of ground force officers in senior positions
declined by more than 20 percent, while the other services saw gains, cutting into the army’s
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Figure 1. PLA Structure After the Reform
CCP Politburo

State Council
Central Military Commission
(Chairman, Vice Chairmen, Members)

CMC Subsidiary Organs
General Office
Joint Staff Dept.
Political Work Dept.
Logistics Support Dept.
Equipment Development Dept.
Training Management Dept.
Nat’l Def. Mobilization Dept.
Discipline Inspection Commission

PLA Army
Headquarters

Political & Legal Aff. Commission
Science & Tech. Commission
Strategic Planning Office
Reform & Organization Office
Int. Military Cooperation Office
Audit Bureau
Organ Affairs Gen. Management
Bureau

PLA Navy
Headquarters

Service Headquarters:
Administrative but not
Operational Control

Ground Forces

Fleets

Theater
Commands
Eastern
Southern
Western
Northern
Central

Ministry of
National Defense

Strategic Support
Force

Joint Logistics
Support Force

Support to
Theater Commands

PLA Air Force
Headquarters

PLA Rocket Force
Headquarters
Nuclear forces still
report directly to CMC;
conventional forces
unclear

Air Forces

Missile Forces

Source: Joel Wutnow and Phillip C. Saunders, Chinese Military Reform in the Age of Xi Jinping: Drivers, Challenges,
and Implications, CSCMA Strategic Perspectives 10 (Washington, DC: NDU Press, 2017).

traditional dominance of key positions. Third, a larger percentage of senior officers are serving
in service headquarters, which could have implications for interservice rivalry in the future.

PLA Reforms Have Led to a Smaller Senior Officer Corps
One consequence of the structural overhaul was a smaller number of senior officer billets.
In 2015, 182 officers were serving in TC deputy leader and above grades, whereas in 2021, the
figure had declined to 155, as shown in figure 2. The 13 percent reduction corresponded to the
overall reduction in PLA manpower that occurred during the same time frame, from 2.3 million
to 2 million personnel. The senior leadership was not spared from the reformers’ desire to cut
the officer corps—PLA reports suggested that more than half of the 300,000-person reduction
came from the officer ranks.22 After the reform, some senior leaders whose positions disappeared were temporarily reassigned to positions at equivalent grades (such as in new TC deputy
leader grade “military region transition offices”) but allowed to retire at the normal retirement
ages.23 (The PLA also established mechanisms to identify civilian positions for junior or midlevel PLA officers who were required to leave active duty before retirement.24)
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Figure 2. PLA Senior Officers, by Grade (2015 and 2021)

Leadership reductions also involved the CMC itself. When Xi became CMC chairman in
2012, the CMC included 10 uniformed officers. Following the October 2017 19th Party Congress, that number dropped to six.25 The directors of the Equipment Development Department
and Logistic Support Department were removed, as were the navy, air force, and Rocket Force
commanders. Remaining were two vice chairmen, the leaders of the Joint Staff Department
(JSD) and the Political Work Department, and the defense minister. An addition was the director of the PLA Discipline Inspection Commission, underscoring Xi’s focus on anti-corruption
as a tool of political control.26
The reforms also led to a net loss of more than 20 TC leader and TC deputy leader positions.27 The consolidation of seven military regions into five TCs resulted in 4 fewer TC leader
billets and about 16 fewer TC deputy leader billets.28 The conversion of 4 general departments
into 15 smaller CMC departments, commissions, and offices had a similar effect; there were
nine TC deputy leader and above billets in the General Armament Department in 2015, for
instance, but only three in its successor department in 2021. Other positions were downgraded,
such as JSD assistant chiefs of staff moving down a level to corps leader billets.29 In 2022, several additional TC deputy leader billets, such as deputy directors of the CMC Logistic Support
Department and the commander and political commissar of the Beijing Garrison, were reduced
to corps leader positions, suggesting that the senior leadership continues to contract.30 The PLA
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National Defense University (NDU) and Academy of Military Sciences were downgraded to
TC deputy leader organizations, losing 10 senior positions in the process.31 Another eight TC
deputy leader billets will be lost when the military region “transition offices” are closed.32 PLA
officers, in short, must now compete for fewer positions at the top of the pyramid.

The Ground Force’s Dominance of the Senior Leadership Has Diminished
A second consequence of the reforms was redistribution of the share of senior positions
held by the services. The PLA was long an army-dominant organization, with ground force
officers holding most key positions in the general departments and military regions (though,
in a symbolic gesture of “jointness,” the service chiefs were added to the CMC in 2004). In
some ways, the army remains more influential in PLA decisionmaking than the other services.
Of the six individuals on the 2017–2022 CMC, four were career army officers (although two
members—Zhang Shengmin and Miao Hua—subsequently transferred to the Rocket Force
and navy, respectively, as political officers). Most of the 15 CMC departments, commissions,
and offices have also been led by army officers. Moreover, in terms of force composition, the
ground forces remain the largest PLA service, holding a double-digit advantage in personnel
share over the navy and air force.
To posture the PLA more effectively for future operations in the maritime and aerospace
domains, however, reformers reduced the size of the ground forces, which absorbed the bulk of
the 300,000 cuts, while increasing navy, air force, and Rocket Force personnel strength.33 There
was a corresponding redistribution of service representation in senior positions, as shown in
figure 3. Notably, the share of ground force officers at the TC deputy leader and above grades
dropped from 69 percent in 2015 to 48 percent in 2021, mirroring nearly exactly the decline in
the army’s share of total manpower. Perhaps the biggest winner was the Rocket Force, which
saw its share double (from 4 percent to 8 percent), while the navy and air force also saw gains.
An example of the army’s declining influence can be found in key joint operations positions, namely those within the JSD and the TCs.34 Prior to the reforms, the army dominated
these roles through its leadership of the former General Staff Department and the military regions. However, as figure 4 indicates, the army’s share of TC leader grade billets in the successor organizations declined from 90 percent to 75 percent. Navy and air force officers became
theater commanders for the first time in 2017, though by late 2021, all five theaters were once
again led by army officers.35 At the TC deputy leader level, the percentage of army officers saw
an even steeper decline, from nearly 80 percent to 43 percent. This reflected an influx of navy
and air force officers as theater deputy commanders (see appendix 4) and in other TC deputy
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Figure 3. PLA Senior Officers, by Service (2015 and 2021)(%)

Figure 4. Ground Force Officers in Key Joint Operations Positions (2015–2021) (%)
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leader roles such as theater chief of staff.36 At the corps leader level, non-army officers have
also been appointed as provincial military district commanders, marking a precedent that could
undermine the army’s traditional dominance in these roles.37
The distribution of senior positions across services remained closely aligned with the
service composition of the PLA. As depicted in figure 5, there was no more than a two-point
differential between a service’s share of total manpower and its share of senior positions in
2021. No service was punching above (or below) its weight in the senior leadership.

A Greater Share of the Post-Reform PLA Leadership Is in Service Headquarters
A final consequence of the reforms was that the senior PLA leadership has become concentrated in different PLA components. The most significant change, as shown in figure 6,
is the doubling of the share of officers assigned to a service headquarters, from 16 percent
to 32 percent. This reflects the creation of a new headquarters for the army (ground force
functions were previously handled by the General Staff Department) and headquarters for the
new Strategic Support Force (SSF) and Joint Logistic Support Force (JLSF). Under the new
system, officers assigned to army, navy, and air force headquarters are primarily responsible

Figure 5. PLA Senior Officers, by Service vs. Service Manpower Share (2022) (%)

Source: International Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 2022 (London: IISS, 2022), 255.
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Figure 6. PLA Senior Officers, by Type (2015 and 2021) (%)

CMC/General Departments

Service HQs

MRs/TCs

Academic Institutions

for force building—manning, training, and equipping troops—though in practice the service
headquarters, rather than the TCs, oversee various “national assets.” (For example, the air force
supervises the airborne corps while the navy manages the marine corps.38) The SSF and JLSF
function as quasi-services that build forces but also have an operational mandate. In a different sense, roughly a third of senior PLA officers are now in roles that involve advocating for
service interests, signaling a potential intensification of interservice competition.
Meanwhile, senior PLA officers are relatively less occupied with theater affairs. In 2015,
more than half of the senior PLA leadership was assigned to military region positions, but the
consolidation of the theaters meant that this figure declined to 41 percent in 2021. Those remaining in the theater headquarters were more operationally focused, as reflected in the phrase
“the theaters command forces” [战区主战].39 The creation of TC army service components,
however, meant that there was a rebalancing of theater personnel from headquarters to service
component positions (which are responsible both for training and operations, like the Service
components in the U.S. geographic combatant commands). Nevertheless, the reforms did lead
to an expansion of joint positions within the theaters and JSD at more junior levels; a question
for the future development of the officer corps is whether the occupants of those roles will
ascend to higher command, or the promotion pathways will run through the services (more
on this below). In sum, the reforms have had some implications for the structure of the senior
leadership, though as the next sections indicate, there has also been much consistency.
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Demographic Patterns
The 2021 cohort of senior PLA leaders had different formative and professional experiences from their predecessors but were demographically similar. This section begins by noting
that the current leadership was the first to have joined the PLA primarily during the “reform
and opening” era (1979–present); their careers were shaped by China’s changing military strategy before and after the end of the Cold War. It then compares age, career length, and education with those of the 2015 cohort. Finally, it notes that the senior officer cadre continues to be
entirely male and predominantly Han Chinese.

Senior PLA Officers Belong to a Post–Cultural Revolution
“Professional” Generation
The most recent cohort of PLA senior leaders represents the first generation whose professional experience dates primarily from the reform era (1979–present). Only 18 of 155 senior
officers in 2021 joined the PLA at some point during the Mao era (1949–1976). They are all
now in their mid-60s to early 70s and will soon retire. Most senior officers arrived in the PLA
in the late 1970s and early 1980s, with the youngest having joined in the mid-1980s. This means
that they were typically children or adolescents during the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976)
and, unlike their predecessors, did not lose their educations to the chaos of that period—most
schools reopened by 1970. It also means that a diminishing share of officers has had any experience in China’s Cold War–era conflicts. Only a few senior officers in 2021 participated in the
1979 Sino-Vietnam border war or clashes with Vietnam in the 1980s.40
The PLA that China’s senior leadership experienced during the reform era was one in
transition. During the Cultural Revolution, the PLA was dispatched to run the country after
the civilian bureaucracy had been disrupted by the Red Guards. Deng Xiaoping, who became
CMC chairman in 1981, returned PLA personnel to their barracks and urged them to focus on
modernization (although military modernization was the last of his “four modernizations” and
PLA budgets remained low in the 1980s).41 They also survived successive rounds of reductions
that took place from the mid-1980s through the Xi era.
Professionally, most current senior PLA officers began their careers by preparing for largescale conflict against the Soviet Union, which was China’s primary adversary in the late Cold
War. Unlike their predecessors, they were less likely to have been educated in Russia or to speak
Russian, given the Sino-Soviet split (which began in 1960). These officers were on duty in the
1980s, when the PLA engaged in significant military cooperation with the United States, but
they also experienced the rupture of Sino-U.S. relations that occurred after the 1989 Tiananmen
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Square massacre, in which some likely participated. Many would have become more familiar
with Russia after relations were normalized in 1989 and as China began purchasing advanced
Russian military hardware in the 1990s. This was also a period in which the PLA did not emphasize joint operations and officers largely focused on their own services and branches.
These were mid-career officers, with 10 to 15 years of experience, in 1993, when the CMC
adopted a new military strategy focused on high-tech joint warfare along China’s periphery,
with a special emphasis on Taiwan.42 Some officers then serving in the former Nanjing Military
Region would have had firsthand experience in the 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait Crisis or in later
exercises focused on Taiwan. Others gained experience in other contingencies, such as 2008
Sichuan earthquake relief operations, suppressing riots in Xinjiang and Tibet in 2008–2009, or
overseeing low-intensity operations in the South or East China seas. None of them have experienced modern combat.43 These officers thus belong to a transitional generation, with one foot
in the late Cold War and another in the post–Cold War era.

Reforms Had No Impact on the Average Age, Experience, or Education of
Senior Leaders
In 2021, the post-reform PLA leadership belonged to a younger generation but had similar
demographic characteristics. The typical age of PLA senior officers was similar before and after
the reforms. On average, these officers were 60 in 2015 and 61 in 2021.44 There was little variation in either year by service affiliation or PLA component (see appendices 1 and 2). Average
ages increased by grade level, with the typical officer within a year or two of the mandatory retirement age for his grade. As depicted in figure 7, in 2021, the average TC deputy leader was 61
(with a retirement age of 63), TC leaders were 63 (65), and CMC members were 68 (68). Thus,
the PLA was not looking to a younger generation of officers to lead the CMC departments, services, and theaters; one still needed to wait his turn.45 Xi perhaps had the opportunity to make
more radical changes but might have concluded that the costs to Party-army relations or support for his agenda would have outweighed the benefits.
As in any military, there is also a subset of high-achieving PLA officers promoted faster
than their peers. This finding implies higher-level confidence in these officers as well as greater
remaining time in their careers; their careers are thus often watched more closely. PLA “fast
burners” can be defined as officers who are four or more years younger than the average for their
grade.46 By this definition, in 2021, there were 15 fast burners out of 124 TC deputy leaders (age
57 or younger) and 3 out of 25 TC leaders (age 59 or younger). At 53, the youngest PLA leader
was Zhong Shaojun, a former Xi civilian aide now in charge of the CMC General Office, where
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Figure 7. PLA Senior Officer Age/Years of Experience, by Grade (2021)

he serves as a gatekeeper to Xi (a post where he will likely remain, because he does not have
an operational background).47 Others included Chang Dingqiu (54), a JSD deputy chief of staff
later elevated to air force commander, Zhang Mingcai (56), deputy ground force commander,
and Guo Puxiao (57), political commissar of the CMC Logistic Support Department in 2021
who was later appointed as the PLA Air Force political commissar.48
As with age, there was also consistency in years of experience. In 2015, the average senior
leader had been on active duty for 44 years, having joined the PLA at 16 or 17. The figure in 2021
was the same. There was almost no variation across services and component (see appendices 1
and 2). By grade, TC deputy leaders in 2021 had an average of 42 years of experience, TC leaders
45 years, and CMC members 51 years (see figure 7).
Senior officers mostly enlist as teenagers and periodically return to PLA academies to receive branch and combined arms education.49 As division leader grade officers, they typically
enroll in a joint campaign course at the PLA National Defense University.50 However, consistency in terms of years of experience between 2015 and 2021 indicates that the PLA was not
providing greater opportunities for civilian university graduates who joined the PLA at an older
age.51 This is not surprising, because civilian-educated officers are probably more likely to leave
early,52 and militaries generally promote those with similar backgrounds, including education.53
Exceptions included Liu Guozhi, director of the CMC Science and Technology Commission,
who joined the PLA in 1986 at age 26 after graduating from Tsinghua University,54 and SSF
Deputy Commander Shang Hong, who entered active duty in 1982 as a 22-year-old graduate of
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China North University. A question for the PLA is whether it will retain its civilian graduates,
especially in positions that require strong science and technology skills.55

PLA Senior Leaders Are All Male and (Almost) Entirely Han Chinese
The PLA’s senior leadership is male-dominated, as is consistent with the patriarchal leadership structure of the Chinese Party-state. In 2022, for instance, there were no women on the
Politburo Standing Committee, and there was only 1 on the 25-person Politburo.56 None of the
highest-ranking PLA officers were women in 2015 or 2021. It is unlikely that there has ever been
a woman in an operational role at this level of the Chinese military,57 though a few have served
in less senior roles, such as military academics or leaders of song and dance troupes (including
Xi Jinping’s wife, Peng Liyuan, who was a corps leader grade civilian cadre in the former PLA
Song and Dance Troupe).58 To be sure, most militaries are male-dominated, but the PLA suffers from a greater gender imbalance than the U.S. military, which counted 9 women out of 199
three- and four-star officers in 2022.59
China’s military leadership also lacks ethnic diversity. The Chinese state categorizes individuals into 56 ethnic groups, with the predominant being Han Chinese (91 percent).60 The next
most populous group accounts for only 1.4 percent of the population, and all others are under
1 percent.61 To increase non-Han representation, the PLA has offered preferential policies for
ethnic minorities and has sometimes appointed Uyghur and Tibetan officers at senior levels in
the Xinjiang and Tibet military districts.62 These officers have reached corps leader positions
(senior colonels or major generals) but not higher grades.63 In 2021, publicly available biographies of 123 of the 155 TC deputy leader and above officers identified ethnicity. Among these,
122 (99 percent) were Han Chinese. The exception was SSF Deputy Commander Rao Kaixun,
who belongs to the Hui minority.64

Career Patterns
PLA senior leadership careers unfold predictably, with only minimal changes since the
reforms. This section describes three patterns. First, officers rotate every 2 or 3 years but largely
stay in the same career field. Rotations between theaters have long been a way for the PLA to
broaden senior officers’ perspectives while preventing the growth of patronage networks. Second, PLA officers typically undertake joint assignments only at the TC deputy leader level, with
experience before that grade focused on service positions. Third, there are common steppingstones to theater and service commander, with a tour as theater service component commander
particularly valuable for career progression. However, one post-reform innovation is that a few
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officers have gained more joint experience as full-time theater deputy commanders who are not
dual-hatted as theater service component commanders.

PLA Senior Officers Frequently Rotate but Stay in the Same Career Track
PLA senior officers usually rotate to a new assignment every two or three years. This pattern, evident in both 2015 and 2021, is consistent across service and position type (see appendices 1 and 2 for details). In 2021, most officers were near the mean of four assignments over the
previous decade, but the range was significant. Out of 155 senior officers, 12 had held only two
positions, including CMC Vice Chairman Xu Qiliang, whose only positions were air force commander, dual-hatted as a CMC member (2007–2012), and CMC vice chairman (2012–present).
On the other end, 20 officers had held six or more assignments. At the top of the list was CMC
Discipline Inspection Commission Secretary and CMC member Zhang Shengmin, whose eight
assignments included political commissar of two Second Artillery Force bases and three different CMC departments. There was little variation by grade, meaning that officers with an
unusual number of assignments were no more likely to be promoted than others.
At the junior and mid-career levels, PLA officers usually stay within a single theater. Ground
force officers, for example, typically stay within a group army for most of their careers.65 At the
corps leader level, however, there is more frequent geographic rotation. As figure 8 shows, 77
percent of senior officers in 2021 had served in at least two theaters over the past decade. There
are two explanations for this pattern, which are not mutually exclusive. First is a need to provide

Figure 8. Geographic Rotations in the Previous 10 Years (%)
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senior officers with broader experience as they prepare for positions of greater responsibility.66
Second is the desire to prevent patronage networks that benefit from long tenures in one location (although Xi’s need to undertake the anti-corruption campaign indicates that such rotations
were of limited value in preventing graft in previous decades). As a way of achieving this goal,
there was evidence after the reforms that commanders and political commissars in each theater
were being rotated so that they did not know each other or their subordinates, reducing the possibility of collusion.67
Assignment patterns, however, demonstrate some variation across position type. The highest percentages of officers who previously served in multiple regions were in positions in the
theaters (89 percent) and service headquarters (80 percent), as figure 9 shows. However, nearly
40 percent of officers serving in CMC departments, which are all headquartered in Beijing, had
served in only one location. High-ranking officers in the CMC Logistic Support Department
and CMC Equipment Development Department were especially likely to have been in Beijing
the entire time; those positions are all located in the capital. Similarly, only 28 percent of military
academics rotated geographically; these individuals are also based in Beijing. This finding implies that the quarter of senior PLA leaders who did not rotate were mostly ensconced in Beijing,
where they either possessed specific expertise that was less applicable to other assignments or
were able to avoid transfers for the purpose of enjoying Beijing’s lifestyle, such as better schools
and work opportunities for their children and higher environmental standards.

Figure 9. Geographic Rotations in the Previous 10 Years, by Position Type (%)
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Although senior PLA officers often change assignments, when they do, they usually perform similar functions to those of their previous positions. Moving between different career
tracks, especially late in one’s career, is uncommon. As figure 10 demonstrates, 87 percent of
officers in 2021 had remained in a single track over the previous decade (even under a broader
definition that classifies military academic posts as a separate career specialty).68 For instance,
there were only a few cases of operational commanders with prior experience in logistics or
equipment, or vice versa.69 Nevertheless, there was some variation across service. In 2021, the
highest share of cross-functional transfers (26 percent) was in the navy and the lowest share (3
percent) was in the air force (see appendix 2). An example of a unique career was Eastern TC
Navy Commander Wei Gang, who previously held a series of assignments in naval logistics.70
Anecdotal evidence suggests that there might be growing flexibility in career fields, however. Previously, it was uncommon for officers to transfer into political commissar roles late
in their careers, but in late 2021 and 2022, there were two exceptions at the TC leader grade:
NDU President Zheng He became NDU political commissar, and SSF Commander Li Fengbiao
became Western TC political commissar. It remains to be seen whether new rules to the PLA
assignment system promulgated by the CMC in 2021 will make such transfers more common
by breaking down career field silos.
About half of senior PLA officers rotated between different parts of the PLA (CMC departments, services, and theaters) over the past decade (see appendix 3). In another sign of greater
flexibility in the navy, naval officers were the likeliest to shuffle between CMC departments, theaters, and service headquarters positions (83 percent), while army officers were least likely (36
percent). Overall, as figure 11 demonstrates, the most common cross-component rotation was

Figure 10. Cross-Functional Rotations in the Previous 10 Years (%)
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Figure 11. Position Type Rotations in the Previous 10 Years (%)

between a service and a theater position (32 percent). Transitions from a service to a CMC department were less common (25 percent), and the least common were transfers between theaters
and CMC departments (18 percent). This finding implies that the CMC and its subordinate departments are relatively insulated from officers arriving from or departing for other positions.
This is different from assignment patterns in the U.S. military, in which officers often move from
positions in the Joint Staff or defense agencies to the combatant commands or services.

The Post-Reform PLA Does Not Prioritize Joint Assignments for Rising Leaders
A cornerstone of PLA reforms in the Xi era was the development of a joint command
structure in which theater commanders have peacetime authority over ground, naval, and air
forces. This model was better aligned with the PLA’s focus on preparing for high-intensity joint
operations than the pre-reform system, in which military region commanders lacked peacetime
operational control over non-army units.71 The PLA has also expanded joint training in recent years, allowing officers to hone their planning and leadership skills in a “combat-realistic”
environment.72 Nevertheless, this progress does not extend to the assignment system. Career
patterns after the reforms demonstrate that the PLA has not systematically selected a greater
percentage of officers with previous experience planning and leading joint operations for more
senior positions in the theaters and the JSD. In 2015, only 61 percent of senior officers had held
a joint assignment at any point in the past decade (“joint assignments” referring here to service
in a military region headquarters or general department).73 In 2021, that figure had declined to
56 percent, as shown in figure 12.74
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Figure 12. Joint Assignments in the Previous 10 Years (2015 and 2021) (%)

Previous joint experience in the PLA tends to increase with seniority. As shown in figure
13, most CMC members have held at least one joint assignment, as have three-quarters of officers at the TC leader level. As discussed below, this experience often came in the form of service
as theater service component commanders dual-hatted as theater deputy commanders (only a
part-time joint position). However, only half of TC deputy leaders had held a joint assignment
of any sort in the previous decade. This is significantly different from the U.S. military, in which
all officers must gain a joint duty qualification for promotion to general officer, with most threeand four-star officers having several previous joint tours.75 Notably, Chinese researchers have

Figure 13. Joint Assignments in the Previous 10 Years, by Grade (%)
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studied the U.S. joint assignment system and proposed similar options for the PLA, but none
has been adopted; PLA careers are still service-oriented.76
The paucity of previous joint experience is apparent across the PLA senior officer corps,
but especially in positions of significant operational responsibility. Figure 14 documents previous joint assignments among individuals who served in four positions at any point between
2016 and 2021: CMC vice chairmen and members, theater and service commanders,77 and JSD
deputy chiefs of staff.78 Most officers in these positions had received on-the-job training in a
joint assignment only in a previous TC deputy leader level position. Very few had held a joint
assignment a grade earlier, at the corps leader grade level, suggesting that joint experience, such
as it exists in the PLA senior grades, is limited and superficial.
There is some variation in previous joint expertise by service affiliation. As shown in
figure 15, in 2021, ground force officers had the highest rate of previous joint assignments (67
percent), followed by the SSF (63 percent), which is composed primarily of personnel who
transferred from the army. These individuals had typically served in nominally joint positions
in the general departments and military regions, but much of this experience was gained in
the pre-reform period, when those organizations also had responsibility for ground force affairs. There was less prior joint experience in the other services, including only about half of
navy or air force officers and less than a third of Rocket Force officers. There were virtually
no changes from the 2015 cohort, suggesting that none of the services was trying to provide
their officers with earlier joint assignments as a career-enhancing experience.79 It is likelier
that, for the most part, joint posts remain a career impediment, as in the U.S. system prior

Figure 14. Joint Assignments in Previous Three Grades, by Job Position (2016–2022)
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Figure 15. Joint Assignments in the Previous 10 Years, by Service (%)

to Goldwater-Nichols: promotions to higher grades continued to center on performance in
service positions.80
To improve joint experience, the PLA has offered some officers the chance to serve temporary assignments in other services. This included an experiment in the 2000s during which
younger officers were cross-posted for a short duration to learn about another service’s organizational culture and capabilities.81 At a senior level, there are examples of officers cycling between
multiple services. Among the 2021 cohort, at least 14 officers (9 percent) had held a position
outside their own service in the previous decade, as shown in table 3. These were mostly political commissars, whose skills are relatively fungible, and army officers who served in the People’s
Armed Police. The most unusual cross-service transfer was Liu Faqing, a former commander of
the PLA Air Force Airborne Corps, who later served as a PLA Army deputy commander; this
could be an indication of a need to bring those communities more closely together.82

Pathways to Senior Positions Run Through the Services
The reduction of TC leader billets after the reforms has meant that the path from that grade
to CMC membership has narrowed. The most likely stepping-stones to the CMC are theater or
service commander or political commissar; these accounted for 20 of the 25 TC leader grade
positions in 2021.83 Five of the six CMC members appointed after the 19th Party Congress in 2017
had served in one of these roles (see appendix 5).84 But how do PLA officers reach these positions? This section identifies common paths from corps leader to TC deputy leader to theater and
service commander positions.85 (For additional details on specific individuals, see appendix 6.)
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Table 3. PLA Leaders with Previous Assignments in Different Services (March 2021)
Name

Original Positions in Different Service
Service

Miao Hua
Xu Zhongbo
Liu Zhenli
Liu Faqing
Zhu Shengling
Wang Renhua
Yang Cheng
Yuan Huazhi
Wang Zheng
Ji Duo

Army
Army
Army
Air Force
Army
Army
Army
Navy
Air Force
Air Force

Chen Pinghua
Liu Qingsong
Liu Jian
Zhou Aimin

Army
Air Force
Army
Army

Navy Political Commissar
JLSF Political Commissar, PLARF Political Commissar
PAP Chief of Staff
PLA Army Deputy Commander
PAP Political Commissar
East Sea Fleet Discipline Inspection Commission Secretary
PAP Deputy Political Commissar
Eastern TC Air Force Political Commissar
Navy Political Work Department Director
SSF Aerospace Engineering University Political Commissar
(then returned to the PLAAF)
PLARF Deputy Political Commissar
Eastern TC Navy Political Commissar
Shenyang MR Air Force Political Commissar
PAP Deputy Chief of Staff

Key: JLSF: Joint Logistic Support Force; MR: Military Region; PAP: People’s Armed Police; PLA: People’s Liberation
Army; PLARF: People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force; SSF: Strategic Support Force; TC: Theater Command.
Note: Excludes officers who transferred into the new SSF and JLSF in 2016.

Fourteen PLA officers served as theater commanders between 2016 and 2021. All 14 had
previously served in theater positions at both the TC deputy leader and corps leader grades. As
documented in figure 16, 10 were theater service component commanders (which is a service
position dual-hatted as theater deputy commander), 3 were military district commanders, and
2 were a theater chief of staff (some serving in more than one of these positions). Because 12 of
the 14 officers were from the army, it is unsurprising that almost all had served as a group army
commander. Less common was prior experience in service headquarters or CMC department
positions. An exception was Air Force General Yi Xiaoguang, who was central TC commander
from 2017 to 2021 (and was the first air force officer to become a theater commander). At the
corps leader level, he had been an air force deputy chief of staff.86
Pathways to service commander were more diverse. Of the 11 individuals who served as
commander of the army, navy, air force, or Rocket Force between 2016 and 2021, 4 had been a
service deputy commander and 5 a theater service component commander, as shown in figure
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Figure 16. Career Progression for Theater Commanders, 2016–2021

Note: Darker shading denotes more common positions.

17. The latter position is likely coveted among PLA officers, because it is a precursor for promotion to either theater or service commander. At the corps leader grade, future service commanders served in a variety of roles in service and theater service component headquarters,
group armies, and service command academies. Notably, military district commanders did not
frequently reach higher grades, except in Xinjiang and Tibet and the Beijing Garrison, locations (unlike other military districts) where they directly command troops, gaining operational

Figure 17. Career Progression for Service Commanders, 2016–2021

Note: Darker shading denotes more common positions.
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Comparing U.S. and Chinese Four Stars

The composition, demographics, and career patterns of U.S. four-star officers and

their Chinese counterparts demonstrate significant disparities. This review compares the

40 Active-duty U.S. four stars and 31 PLA CMC and TC leader grade officers (who wear
three stars on their uniform but are at an equivalent level of seniority) in 2021.

■ Service Representation. The ground forces were the most represented service in
both systems, but the army held stronger influence in the PLA, with 48 percent of top
billets compared to 35 percent for U.S. officers.
■ Demographics: On average, Chinese officers were 4 years older than their U.S.
counterparts (64 vs. 60) and had 6 more years of experience (46 vs. 40). U.S. leadership
was also more diverse, with two women (5 percent) and three African Americans (8
percent), compared to a homogenous PLA leadership (entirely male and 99 percent Han
Chinese).
■ Rotations: U.S. four stars typically held seven assignments in the previous decade,
while their Chinese counterparts held five. In the same timeframe, every U.S. officer had
geographically rotated, compared to 84 percent of PLA leaders. Moreover, 23 U.S. officers
(58 percent) had served in a foreign country, often in a U.S. allied country or Afghanistan/Iraq, while no PLA leader was stationed abroad.
■ Joint Assignments: All 40 U.S. officers served in at least one, and often several,
joint assignments (usually in the Joint Staff or combatant commands), compared to 77
percent of PLA officers.

Overall, U.S. four stars are younger, more diverse, and have more varied professional

experiences than their PLA counterparts. The Chinese system, by contrast, values seniority and depth of experience in particular assignments. A final difference concerns career

types: most U.S. four stars had achieved success as operational commanders, while almost
half of PLA senior leaders were professional political commissars.

experience in sensitive regions.87 The diverse pathways to service commander at this level can
be explained by the fact that these positions are not dominated by a single service, unlike the
position of theater commander.
Most paths to theater and service commander ran through service positions, most notably theater service component commanders. A few officers, however, gained greater joint
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experience at the TC deputy leader or corps leader grade. Wang Xiubin, an army officer who
became Southern TC commander in 2021, was previously Eastern TC chief of staff; similarly,
future SSF commander Li Fengbiao served as Central TC chief of staff.88 Air Force generals
Yi Xiaoguang and Chang Dingqiu, who rose to theater and service commander, respectively,
gained joint expertise as JSD deputy chiefs of staff.89 There was also a new phenomenon of
officers being promoted through full-time theater deputy commander positions. This route
could offer more exposure to theater joint operations for future senior commanders. Nevertheless, this was a narrow path to promotion: the only examples have been Dong Jun (later
promoted to navy commander) and Chang Dingqiu (future air force commander). (See appendix 4 for details.90)
Regardless of their paths through the senior grades, PLA officers would have needed to
demonstrate professional competence. For several years, the PLA has publicly critiqued officers
for inadequate operational skills and judgment (in slogans such as the “five inabilities,” “five
weaknesses,” and “two insufficients”).91 Party committees (and ultimately the CMC chairman)
would have assessed whether candidates for promotion to a higher grade demonstrated the
necessary professional military skills. Recent reforms, such as the creation of a CMC Training
and Administration Department, which dispatches personnel to monitor joint training in the
theaters, offer decisionmakers new tools to assess performance. Those who advanced are likely
to have demonstrated the appropriate qualities, or at least avoided major blunders in training,
real-world operations, or day-to-day affairs.

Political Qualifications
All PLA officers need to be members in good standing of the CCP, but candidates for
promotion to the highest grades are under added scrutiny because of the sensitivity of their
positions. This section suggests that political acumen means showing obedience to Xi at a minimum. Nevertheless, the PLA strives for competent leaders, and the importance of political
qualifications should not be overstated. Personal interaction with Xi has not been a strong determinant of success in the PLA, for instance. Rather than drawing from a small pool of officers
he has known in the past, Xi has appointed officers from a wide variety of assignments. Within
the PLA, frequent senior officer rotations similarly imply limits on the influence of patron-client
networks beyond the corps leader level. Finally, some PLA officers burnish their political credentials by serving on top CCP decisionmaking organs or the National People’s Congress, but
this service is not required for promotion and is less common at lower grades.
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PLA Senior Leaders Are Politically Savvy but Deferential to Xi
As in any military, officers ascending to the highest rungs of the PLA hierarchy require
political acumen. In the Chinese case, the top 100 to 200 officers not only require social capital but also need to have successfully navigated the intra-elite struggles that resulted in Xi’s
dominance of the political apparatus in 2012. Officers who owed their careers to those aligned
with Xi’s predecessors, especially Jiang Zemin and his CMC vice chairmen Xu Caihou and Guo
Boxiong, were more likely to have been politically suspect, and many were swept up in the anticorruption purges that Xi used to clear out political opponents after assuming power.92 The officers who survived the purges would have been those who were able to avoid association with
Xi’s rivals and also would have been careful to demonstrate obedience to Xi by supporting his
agenda for military reform and mouthing the correct political slogans at Party meetings.
Xi has also developed powerful coercive tools to enforce compliance with his agenda and
authority. Current PLA leaders advanced in a system that was rife with corruption. Most were
either likely complicit in or engaged in corrupt schemes, such as illicit business deals and the
buying and selling of ranks.93 Xi’s high-profile purges of senior officers such as CMC members
Fang Fenghui and Zhang Yang, along with institutional changes he promoted to control information about officers—such as strengthening the CMC Discipline Inspection Commission
and the Audit Office—mean that PLA officers will be cautious about stepping out of line. Xi
is surrounded by those likely to avoid giving advice that they believe is misaligned with his
desired goals, which could negatively affect the quality of CMC decisionmaking in a future
crisis or on more routine matters of force development.

PLA Assignments Do Not Favor a Specific Geographic Background
There is a misperception that senior PLA officers are drawn disproportionately from the
former Nanjing Military Region. This is an area where Xi Jinping served from 1985 to 2007
and is also regarded as a “cradle of generals,” given the theater’s importance in preparing for a
Taiwan conflict. Brookings Institution scholar Cheng Li argues that Xi also drew heavily from
officers who served in that region.94 These contacts included future CMC members Miao Hua
and Zhao Keshi and Central TC Commander Yi Xiaoguang. Nevertheless, data from 2015 and
2021 suggest that these were the exceptions, as shown in figure 18. Only about one-third of
senior PLA leaders in 2015 served in the Nanjing Military Region over the previous decade, a
fraction that stayed the same in 2021. In fact, there was a roughly even distribution of previous
assignments across the theaters, with most senior officers never having overlapped with Xi.
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Figure 18. PLA Senior Officers in Previous Positions. by MR/TC (2015 vs. 2021)

For army officers, there was a similar distribution of experience across previous group
army assignments. Cheng Li argues that officers who previously served in the 31st Group Army
(Nanjing Military Region) were disproportionately represented at senior levels, but neither the
2015 nor the 2021 data support this argument.95 In 2015, only seven (4 percent) officers had
served in this unit over the past decade, a figure that rose only to eight (5 percent) in 2021.
Moreover, of the seven army officers who served on the CMC during 2012–2022, only one
(Zhao Keshi) had been a 31st Group Army commander or political commissar.96 Rather, the
PLA selected its senior leaders from a diverse pool of officers who had collectively served in all
the group armies, as shown in figure 19. Rather than favoring officers with a specific geographic
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Figure 19. Previous Positions by Group Army (2015 vs. 2021)

Note: Parentheses indicate the post-2017 numbering system. Five group armies were disbanded that year.
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Was Xi Jinping Dissatisfied With His Western Theater Commander?

The appointment of Wang Haijiang as Western theater commander in August 2021

raised eyebrows since he was the fourth individual to serve in this role since 2016. Indian
officials called the frequency of rotations in this billet “highly unusual” and speculated

that Xi Jinping might have been dissatisfied with performance in this region. However,

comparative data indicate that the pattern was not atypical. Of the five theater commands,
both the Western and Central TCs had four commanders between 2016 and 2022, while

two others had three, and one had two. Four officers in 6 years are also not out of step with
the tendency of TC leader grade officers to rotate, on average, five times in the previous 10
years (see appendix 2). At the individual level, an apparent reason why one of the com-

manders left his position early was more mundane: Zhang Xudong, who served from De-

cember 2020 to June 2021, died from cancer in October 2021. The evidence thus does not
confirm a theory that Xi was particularly dissatisfied with the occupants of this position.
Note: For an Indian perspective, see Rajat Pandit, “For the Third Time in 9 Months, China Changes Top
Commander Overseeing Disputed Border,” The Times of India (Mumbai), September 8, 2021, available at
<https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/for-third-time-in-9-months-china-changes-top-commanderoverseeing-disputed-border/articleshow/86023265.cms>.

background, it is more likely that Xi Jinping and his senior military advisors looked across the
PLA to identify high performers, protect the institutional equities of different units, and guarantee that the leadership included a diverse range of experience.

The Relevance of Personal Networks Should Not Be Overstated
There are a few examples of senior PLA officers whose success could be attributed to
personal connections with Xi. CMC Vice Chairman Zhang Youxia, for instance, was a childhood acquaintance of Xi, and their fathers served together in the Chinese Civil War.97 Others
might have known him in some capacity during his provincial career, though, as suggested
above, most did not overlap with him. Since arriving in Beijing in 2008 as China’s vice president, Xi has had the most opportunities to interact with officers located in the capital, in
positions in the CMC bureaucracy, service headquarters, and the Beijing Military Region/
Central TC. However, individuals selected as service and theater commanders between 2016
and 2021 came from across the theaters (see appendix 6) and in TC deputy leader roles that
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likely would have had limited if any interaction with the CMC chairman. Although Xi has
been described as more active in promotion decisions than Hu Jintao, and receives advice
on appointments from his military confidants, he has not favored those with whom he has
geographically coincided.98
More broadly, PLA assignment patterns also raise doubts about the influence of guanxi
(or personal networks) among PLA officers themselves. As discussed above, PLA officers frequently rotate into different geographic assignments, limiting the ability of such networks to
take root.99 Moreover, the fact that those selected for TC deputy leader and above positions in
recent years came from across all the theaters and group armies suggests that there is no dominant guanxi emanating from a specific unit responsible for officers being elevated to the most
senior grades. Finally, such prospects are also reduced because candidates for high positions are
reviewed at the central level by individuals who may not personally know them. Guanxi is likely
more influential below the corps leader level, where promotions are decided by a Party committee within one’s own direct chain of command.

Some, But Not All, Senior Officers Serve in Key Chinese Communist Party Organs
PLA officers are represented on the major civilian CCP decisionmaking organs, where
they provide military advice and look after the PLA’s institutional equities.100 Overall, about
half of the PLA’s top 155 officers in 2021 attended the 19th Party Congress in 2017, but there
was significant variation across grade, as shown in figure 20. Most TC leader grade officers in

Figure 20. Senior PLA Officers Serving in Central CCP Organs (2021)

19th CCP
Congress
PLA Rep. (2017)

19th CCP
CCDI PLA Rep.
(2017–2022)

19th CCP Central
Committee
Alternate
(2017–2022)

19th CCP Central
Committee
Member
(2017–2022)

Key: CCDI: Central Commission on Discipline Inspection; CCP: Chinese Communist Party.
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2021 did attend the 19th Party Congress in 2017, sometimes at a lower grade. Thus, a TC deputy
leader officer who fails to attend the congress is unlikely to be promoted. However, only 36
percent of 2021 TC deputy leader grade officers attended the congress, meaning that such service is not a strong indicator of promotion to that level. This finding conflicts somewhat with
assessments that Party congress attendance is a strong predictor of promotion potential.101
Previous service on the CCP Central Committee is an even less useful indicator. Only 3 2021
TC leader grade officers served as full or alternate members of the 18th Central Committee
(2012–2017), and 22 did not.102
Service on leading CCP organs varies by seniority, as shown in figure 21. CMC vice chairmen are consistently members of the Politburo (and the only 2 military members on the 25-person body), and CMC members are always members of the 200-person Central Committee.
Representation below that grade is less consistent. In 2021, 20 TC leaders (80 percent) were full
Central Committee members, 1 was an alternate, and 3 were absent.103 Eight TC deputy leaders
(6 percent) were also full Central Committee members, 12 (10 percent) were alternates, and
more than 100 had no role. This pattern has two implications for the relationship between Party
membership and the PLA leadership structure. First, concurrent service on the Central Committee is not required below the CMC level and becomes less prevalent at lower grades. Second,
the Party and military hierarchies are not perfectly aligned: there are PLA officers who serve in
more senior CCP organs than their superiors, and vice versa.

Figure 21. Membership in CCP Decisionmaking Organs, by Grade (2021)

19th CCP Congress PLA Representative
19th CCP Central Committee Members and Alternates
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Some PLA officers have also served in other civilian CCP positions. For instance, a handful of PLA political commissars serve on the CCP Central Commission on Discipline Inspection (CCDI), which functions as the central Party’s anti-corruption watchdog.104 PLA officers
thus play a role in a commission that investigates civilian cadres, but there are no civilians in
the CCDI’s counterpart in the PLA, the CMC Discipline Inspection Commission—a fact that
underscores the PLA’s insulation from external supervision.105 In addition, at least 12 of the 155
PLA senior officers in 2021 had served on a provincial-level Party committee in the previous
decade. These were all in major cities (Beijing or Shanghai) or in western China, locations particularly relevant for a military role in preventing or responding to major incidents. There were
no examples of service on other provincial Party committees.106
There are also opportunities for PLA officers to be elected as representatives to the National People’s Congress (NPC), which meets every March to pass laws. Of the PLA senior leadership in 2021, 49 officers (32 percent) were deputies to the 13th NPC (2018–2023).107 As with the
Central Committee, representation is associated with seniority. All six CMC members were in
the 13th NPC, but the figure declined to 52 percent for TC leaders and 24 percent for TC deputy
leaders, as shown in figure 22.108 There were also several officers who served in the 12th NPC
(2013–2018) but not on the 13th. These figures suggest that service as an NPC member is not
necessary to be eligible for promotion to higher grades and is less frequently so at lower grades.
In sum, PLA officers must be politically conscious but do not need personal connections with
Xi or strong credentials in civilian Party organs or the NPC to move from one grade to the next.

Figure 22. PLA Representatives to the 13th National People’s Congress, by Grade (2021)
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Implications and Conclusion
Under Xi Jinping, the PLA has made significant changes to its organizational chart and
lines of authority but has chosen to make do with the existing cohort of senior leaders to manage the new system. The PLA did not skip a generation of officers whose formative experiences
were rooted in the Cold War to place young Turks more familiar with modern technologies
and operational concepts into positions of responsibility. This finding is evidenced in consistent
average ages, lengths of service, and education for those in the highest grades. Career patterns
indicate that these individuals mostly rose through their own services, with little previous joint
experience. Unlike the U.S. system after Goldwater-Nichols, the PLA did not mandate joint assignments or otherwise advantage those who had served in a joint position. Career incentives,
in other words, continued to be shaped by service traditions.109
The PLA leadership has also remained like its predecessors in other ways. There has been
no attempt to increase gender or ethnic diversity; the PLA continues to rely on male Han Chinese to fill its senior positions. Officers continue to rotate every two or three years, gaining some
exposure to different responsibilities but less than in the U.S. system, where four-star officers
change positions roughly every 18 months. Senior PLA officers often move around the country
but have little international experience other than what they might have acquired through military diplomacy or in short-duration tours earlier in their careers.110 Continued specialization
in particular career tracks means that they have relatively deep expertise in particular areas but
likely limited awareness of other functional skills: for instance, operational commanders tend
not to have a background in logistics or acquisition.
As in the past, PLA officers cannot hope to succeed without maintaining their bona fides in the CCP. They must undergo extensive political vetting and face continuous monitoring
from political commissars, the anti-corruption investigators within the CMC Discipline Inspection Commission, financial auditors, and the legal system. Such control mechanisms probably
induce caution in personal affairs—today’s senior officers are less overtly corrupt than their
predecessors—but may also blunt risk-taking in operations as officers look up the chain of command or build consensus in Party committees.111 Loyalty to the Party and Xi is essential, but
the PLA has avoided patronage networks that privilege service in specific units: officers are
relatively evenly drawn from all the theaters and group armies. This system implies that the
PLA is protecting institutional equities while also ensuring that a breadth of expertise reaches
the senior levels. Many officers also serve in key roles in CCP decisionmaking organs, but the
performance of those duties is less frequent and important below the CMC level.
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Together, these patterns could have negative effects on China’s military effectiveness. PLA
sources frequently advocate for officers who can think in new ways, but the assignment system
does not prioritize or produce broad experience or risk-taking. Officers with almost no experience leading troops from other services are less likely to be confident in commanding those
forces and more likely to delegate authority to specialists within those services. This could produce situations such as that of the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine, where the overall cohesion
of forces was low.112 Operational commanders who never needed to gain a high level of understanding of logistics or maintenance might fail to use those forces optimally, paralleling another
Russian failure in 2022.113 CMC-theater coordination will be limited by a system where officers
do not frequently rotate between CMC departments (where policy and training requirements
are set) and the theaters (which implement CMC guidance). Such weaknesses are probably exacerbated by political work rules and organizational traditions that prize centralized authority
and consensus decisionmaking.
While much has remained consistent about the PLA leadership during Xi’s reforms, there
have also been gradual changes occurring within the officer corps that could reshape the focus of the senior PLA leadership in the years ahead. The current cohort will be the last to be
steeped in China’s Cold War strategy, which emphasized ground force combined arms operations against the superpowers. Their successors will have been rooted in the pivotal 1993 strategy that prioritized high-end regional contingencies. Younger officers will also have attained
their formative experiences within the reformed PLA, where they are conducting more joint
training, receiving more joint education (including through a new NDU Joint Operations College, which focuses on less senior officers), becoming more technically literate, and looking
forward to more opportunities for joint assignments.114 The officers who entered the PLA in the
late 1980s and 1990s do not have personal memories of the chaos of the Cultural Revolution
and are more familiar with an ascendant post-Mao China, and they are perhaps more likely to
overestimate PLA capabilities and China’s prospects in a military conflict.
The influence of the ground forces in senior leadership positions is also declining. Compared with the 2015 cohort, the most recent batch of senior PLA officers includes a significantly
greater share of air force and naval officers. Some of these personnel have brought insights from
their services into key joint operations posts, such as theater chief of staff and even theater
commander, which is especially useful in theaters with an air and maritime focus. Appointing
officers as full-time theater deputy commanders may be a useful way of providing rising leaders with greater experience outside their services and involving them in the joint planning and
training processes that take place at the theater level. A question is whether this pattern will
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continue or whether the army will regain lost ground—the return to five theaters led by army
officers in late 2021 was a sign that greater service diversity cannot be assumed.115
Pushing in the opposite direction, the senior leadership is also becoming more invested
in their respective services’ parochial interests. More officers—double the 2015 share—are now
serving in service headquarters, where part of their responsibility is to advocate for the missions and capabilities of their services. A national headquarters for the army has meant that that
service now must compete on a more even playing field for resources with the other services.
New JLSF and SSF headquarters amounted to new bureaucracies that will argue the importance
of their unique contributions. The removal of the service chiefs from the CMC in 2017 also
meant that the services will have to appeal to a higher decisionmaking organ for funding and
resources. The extent to which these changes will intensify interservice rivalry will depend on
the ability of the CMC to adjudicate competing demands based on strategic priorities and of the
CCP to referee civilian and military demands in an era of increasing financial stress. However,
this process will conflict with a tendency in China to avoid making difficult choices.116
The CMC will have opportunities to encourage further change in the experience of the senior leadership, especially if Xi or his successor uses personnel selections or new promotion and
assignment regulations to break up established patterns and parochialism. One sign of change
would be a decrease in the average age or length of experience of senior officers. This would
imply an increase in the share of fast burners better acquainted with modern operations and
technology and with a larger proportion of officers with civilian degrees. Another sign would be
greater international experience, which officers will attain earlier in their careers, especially as
the PLA opens additional overseas bases and draws more heavily from naval personnel, who are
more likely to have served abroad in some capacity.117 Still another indicator would be a further
decrease in the share of army officers in senior positions, especially roles critical in the planning
and conduct of joint operations or in senior CMC administrative positions.
Other markers of change could involve the assignment system. Thus far, the PLA has not
mandated changes in the paths that officers must take before they can assume higher command,
which reflects the legacy of established patterns and service equities. In the future, the PLA could
increase the frequency of rotations and encourage a higher proportion of officers to move between CMC and theater (or service) positions or between different career tracks. Of particular importance, an increase in the share of officers with joint experience below the TC deputy
leader level would suggest greater prioritization of officers qualified in this area. A specific sign of
change would be greater promotion rates for individuals who served in joint billets such as theater deputy chief of staff. This could mean more officers with career progressions that resemble
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that of Zheng He (see textbox), who rose outside the traditional service pathway.118 All of these
changes could broaden the perspective and skills of officers destined to assume joint command.
Although the PLA leadership could become more technically proficient and joint, modeling its expectations more on the U.S. system than the PLA of the past, the role of politics
will continue to constitute a major difference between the systems. Nearly half of senior PLA
officers will continue to be political commissars, whose primary mission is to ensure that the
Party’s directives are being followed and personnel are properly indoctrinated. All others will
need to remain Party members in good standing and familiarize themselves with the political orthodoxy, whether Xi’s or his successor’s. This means that PLA leaders, even if they are
younger and have different experiences and perspectives, cannot lose sight of their political
responsibilities; they will need to be both “red” and expert.119 Whether this requirement becomes a hindrance to professionalization by taking time away from military matters or helps
the Party by increasing unity of thought and resolve will be known only when the PLA leadership is put to the ultimate test, in battle.

Zheng He: A Model Joint Officer

Zheng He (born 1958) served in a succession of “joint” positions in the decade before

2022, at both the theater and national level, and across different functional specialties,
including:

■

Deputy Chief of Staff, Nanjing Military Region

■

Director, Military Training Department, General

Staff Department
■

Deputy Commander, Chengdu Military Region

■

Inaugural Director, CMC Training Management

Department
■

President, Academy of Military Sciences

■

President, National Defense University

■

Political Commissar, National Defense University.
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Service Ratios
Age
(%)

Years
of
Service

Total
Rotations

Geographic
Rotations
(%)

CrossFunctional
Rotations (%)

Joint
Assignments
(%)

79

19

61

79
86
92
50

22
14
19
25

69
50
38
37

Aggregate
Total Officers: 182

Army (69),
Navy (12), Air
Force (14), SAF
(4)

60

44

4
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Appendix 1: PLA Senior Officer Career Data (2015)

Service Breakdown
Army (125)
Navy (22)
Air Force (26)
SAF (8)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

61
61
60
60

43
44
44
42

4
4
4
4

Job Type Breakdown
CMC/General
Departments (36)
Service HQs (29)
MRs (98)

Academic (17)

Army (83),
Navy (8), Air
Force (6), SAF
(3)
N/A
Army (82),
Navy (6), Air
Force (12)
Army (83),
Navy (6), Air
Force (12)

62

45

3

48

28

94

60

42

4

76

21

48

60

43

4

89

12

50

60

43

3

53

41

71

Grade Breakdown
CMC VC, Member
(9)

MR/TC Leader (31)

MR/TC Deputy
Leader (141)

Army (56),
Navy (11), Air
Force (22), SSF
(11)
Army (81),
Navy (6), Air
Force (10), SSF
(3)
Army (67),
Navy (13), Air
Force (15), SSF
(3)

66

48

3

100

33

100

62

45

4

61

16

94

60

43

4

82

19

51

Key: CMC: Central Military Commission; HQs: Headquarters; MR: Military Region: SAF: Second Artillery Force; TC: Theater Command; VC: Vice Chairman.
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Service
Ratios (%)

Age

Years of
Service

Total
Rotations

CrossFunctional
Rotations (%)

Joint Assignments
(%)

77

13

56

Geographic
Rotations (%)

Aggregate
Total Officers:
155

Army (48),
Navy (15),
Air Force
(20), RF
(8), SSF (7),
JLSF (1)

61

44

4
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Appendix 2: PLA Senior Officer Career Data (2021)

Service Breakdown
Army (75)
Navy (23)
Air Force (31)
Rocket Force (13)
Strategic Support
Force (11)
Joint Logistic
Support Force (2)

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

62
61
60
62

44
44
44
45

4
5
4
5

75
83
87
77

12
26
3
8

67
52
45
31

N/A

61

43

4

55

23

63

N/A

60

N/A

4

100

0

50

Job Type Breakdown
Army (61),
Navy (12),
CMC/General
Air Force
Departments (33)
(12), RF (9),
SSF (6)
Services (51)
N/A
Army (52),
Navy (16),
TCs (64)
Air Force
(30), RF (3)
Academic (7)
Army (100)

63

44

4

61

24

79

61

43

4

80

14

37

61

44

4

89

5

56

61

42

3

28

28

86

Grade Breakdown
CMC VC,
Member (6)

MR/TC Leader
(25)

MR/TC Deputy
Leader (124)

Army (33),
Navy (17),
Air Force
(17), RF
(33)
Army (44),
Navy (12),
Air Force
(20), RF (8),
SSF (8)
Army (50),
Navy (15),
Air Force
(20), RF
(7), SSF (6),
JLSF (2)

68

51

4

87

33

87

63

45

5

84

20

76

61

42

4

76

10

51

Key: CMC: Central Military Commission; HQs: Headquarters; MR: Military Region; SSF: Strategic Support Force; TC: Theater Command; VC: Vice Chairman.
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Appendix 3: PLA Senior Officer Rotations by Position Type (2021)
Rotation Service to Service to
CMC to
(%)
Theater (%) CMC (%) Theater (%)
Total Officers: 155

52

32

25

18

4
26
10
38
55
0

24
13
13
8
18
0

39
18
2

52
6
11

83
20
10

50
28
15

Service Breakdown
Army (75)
Navy (23)
Air Force (31)
Rocket Force (13)
SSF (11)
JLSF(2)

36
83
48
62
91
50

17
61
39
31
55
50

Job Type Breakdown
CMC/General Departments (33)
Services (51)
TCs (64)

73
75
27

24
59
19

Grade Breakdown
CMC VC, Member (6)
MR/TC Leader (25)
MR/TC Deputy Leader (124)

100
72
45

33
40
31

Key: CMC: Central Military Commission; JLSF: Joint Logistic Support Force; MR: Military Region; SSF: Strategic
Support Force; TC: Theater Command; VC: Vice Chairman.
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Name

Date
Identified

Theater
Command

Service

Prior Positions

Later Positions

Sun Herong
[孙和荣]

February
2016

ETC

Air Force

Deputy Commander, Jinan MR, and
Commander, Jinan MR Air Force (2013–2015)

N/A

Li Fengbiao
[李凤彪]

February
2016

CTC

Air Force

VADM Gu
Xiangbing
[顾祥兵]

February
2016

ETC

Navy

LTG Zhang Yihu
[张义瑚]

February
2016

CTC

Air Force

Wei Gang
[魏钢]

March 2016

STC

Navy

*Served concurrently as CTC Joint Staff
Department COS; COS, airborne corps (2009–
Commander, SSF
2013); served concurrently as CTC COS;
(May 2019)
Commander, airborne corps (2013–2015), and
Deputy Commander, Chengdu MR (2015)
Deputy COS, NSF (2008–?); Commandant,
PLAN Submarine Academy (2011–?); Deputy
N/A
Commander, ESF (2011–2016)
COS, Beijing MR Air Force (2011–2013),
and Deputy COS, Beijing MR (2011–2013);
N/A
Commander, Lanzhou MR Air Force (2013–?),
and Deputy Commander, Lanzhou MR
(2013–?)
*Served concurrently as STC COS; Deputy
Secretary, PLAN Discipline Inspection
Commission (2010–2013), and Deputy
Director, PLAN Logistics Department
(2010–2013); COS, NSF (2014–2015); Deputy
Commander, NSF (2014–2015); Director,
PLAN Logistics Department (2015–2016)
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Appendix 4: Full-Time PLAN and PLAAF Theater Deputy Commanders (2016–2020)

ETC Deputy
Commander and
ESF Commander
(January 2017)

Deputy Chief,
Commander, 3 Fighter Division (2008–2013); JSD (July 2018);
Chang Dingqiu
March 2016
STC
Air Force
Assistant to the COS, PLAAF HQ (2013–
Air Force
[常丁求]
2015); COS, Shenyang MR (2015)
Commander
(August 2021)
CTC Deputy
Deputy COS, Chengdu MR Air Force (2008–
Commander and
Han Shengyan
2013); Deputy Commander, Chengdu MR Air
March 2016
WTC
Air Force
CTC Air Force
[韩胜延]
Force (2013–2014); Commander, Dingxin Test
Commander
and Training Base (2014)
(December 2018)
*Served concurrently as Central TC COS;
VADM Wang
NTC (2016–
Deputy COS, PLAN HQ (2010–2013); Deputy
Changjiang
March 2016 2018); CTC
Navy
N/A
Commander, SSF (2013–?), and Commander,
[王长江]
(2018–)
SSF Naval Aviation (2013–?)
Navy
COS, NSF (2012–2014); Deputy Commander,
RADM Dong Jun
January 2017
STC
Navy
ESF (2014–2015); Deputy COS, PLAN HQ
Commander
[董军]
(August 2021)
(2015–2017)
Added duty as
Deputy COS, Jinan MR (2014); COS, WTC Air
MG Wang Qiang
CTC Air Force
January 2019
CTC
Air Force
Force (2016–2019), and Deputy COS, WTC
[王强]
Commander,
(2016–2019)
(May 2020)
rd

Key: COS: Chief of Staff; CTC: Central Theater Command; ESF: East Sea Fleet; ETC: Eastern Theater Command; HQ: Headquarters; JSD: Joint Staff Department;
MR: Military Region; NSF: North Sea Fleet; NTC: Northern Theater Command; PLAAF: People’s Liberation Army Air Force; PLAN: People’s Liberation Army
Navy; SSF: Strategic Support Force; SSF: South Sea Fleet; STC: Southern Theater Command; TC: Theater Command; WTC: Western Theater Command.
*Includes individuals who served concurrently as TC Joint Staff Department COS, which is a joint position located in the TC headquarters.
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Appendix 5: Career Progression for CMC Members (2017–2022)
Name

Service
Service
CDR/PC

Xu
Qiliang
Air Force
[许其亮]
(VC)
Zhang
Youxia
Army
[张又侠]
(VC)
Li
Army
Zuocheng
[李作成]
Navy
Miao Hua
(formerly
[苗华]
Army)
Wei
Rocket
Fenghe
Force
[魏凤和]
Rocket
Zhang
Force
Shengmin
(formerly
[张升民]
Army)

MR Deputy
Leader

MR Leader
CMC Dept.
Dir./PC

JSD/
GSD
Deputy
GSD
Dep.

PLAAF

CMC EDD
Dir.

PLAA

PLAN PC

TC/MR
CDR/PC

CMC PWD
Dir.

CMC DIC
Dir., CMC
LSD PC,
CMC TAD
PC

Service
Political
Dept. Dir.

MR
Political
Dept.
Dir.

Shenyang
MR CDR

Beijing MR
Deputy

Chengdu
MR CDR

Chengdu MR
Deputy
Lanzhou
MR

Corps Leader

MR/TC
Service CDR/ Service
MR Deputy DCOS
CDR/PC
Shenyang
MRAF CDR

AF

Lanzhou
MR PC
GSD
Dep.

PLARF

Service
COS

MR Deputy
Leader, cont.

Other
Service
Position

Service PME
Role

8th Air
Corps
CDR

13th CDR

Guangzhou
MR

41st CDR

12th PC

SAF

SAF

Group Army
Commander/
PC

AF

Lanzhou MR
PC

SAF

MR/TC
DCOS

52nd Base
CDR

SAF Base
PC

SAF CC PC

Key: AF: Air Force; CC: Command College; CDR: Commander; CMC: Central Military Commission; COS: Chief of Staff; DCOS: Deputy Chief of Staff; Dep.: Deputy; Dept.: Department; Dir.: Director; EDD: Equipment Development
Department; GSD: General Staff Department; JSD: Joint Staff Department; LSD: Logistic Support Department; MR: Military Region; MRAF: Military Region Air Force; PC: Political Commissar; PLAA: PLA Army; PLAAF: PLA Air Force;
PLAN: PLA Navy; PLARF: PLA Rocket Force; PME: Professional Military Education; PWD: Political Work Department; SAF: Second Artillery Force; TAD: Training and Administration Department; VC: Vice Chairman.
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Appendix 6: Career Progression for Select TC Leader Positions (2016–2021)
Name

Role

Service

Dates

MR/TC LDR
JSD Dep./
TC/ JSD/GSD
GSD
MR
Dep.
Assistant to
CDR Director
COS

MR Dep. LDR, cont.

MR Dep. LDR
MR/TC
Service CDR/
Dep. (Dual
Hat)

MR/TC
COS

MR/TC
Dep.
(NonDual
Hat)

MD CDR
(or Dep.)

Service
HQ Dep.
or COS
(incl.
PAP)

Corps LDR
MR/TC
Service
Dep./
COS

TC CDRs (2016–2021)
He
Weidong
[何卫东]

ETC

Zhang
Xudong
[张旭东]
Zhao
Zongqi
[赵宗岐]
Li
Qiaoming
[李桥铭]

50

Group
Army
CDR

RF
Base
CDR

NDU
Position

Service
PME
Position

Service
HQ
DCOS

MR/
TC
DCOS

TC CDRs (2016–2021), cont.
Shanghai
Garrison,
Jiangsu
MD

WTC Army,
TC Dep.

Army

12/19–

Army

2/16–
12/19

Lanzhou

42nd

Army

6/21–

ETC Dep.

80th, 1st

Navy

1/17–
6/21

NSF

Army

2/16–
1/17

Nanjing Dep.

Army

8/21–

WTC

Army

6/21–
8/21

ETC, WTC
Army

WTC

Army

12/20–
6/21

CTC Army

WTC

Army

2/16–
12/20

Jinan MR
Dep.

NTC

Army

9/17–

NTC Army

Liu Yuejun
ETC
[刘粤军]
Wang
Xiubun
STC
[王秀斌]
Yuan Yubai
STC
[袁誉柏]
Wang
STC
Jiaocheng
[王教成]
Wang
Haijiang
WTC
[汪海江]
Xu Qiling
[徐起零]

MD CDR
(or Dep./
COS)

NSF
12th
Xinjiang,
Tibet

Xinjiang
Dep.
Central
TC Army

Liaoning

CTC

79th

39th

Tibet

13th, 14th

41st
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Appendix 6: Career Progression for Select TC Leader Positions (2016–2021), cont.
Name

Role

Service

Dates

MR/TC LDR
TC/MR
CDR

Song Puxuan
[宋普选]

NTC

Army

JSD Dep./
JSD/GSD
GSD
Dep.
Assistant
Director
to the
COS

2/16–
9/17

Lin
Xiangyang
[林向阳]

CTC

Army

8/21–

Yi Xiaoguang
[乙晓光]

CTC

Air Force

8/17–
8/21

Han Weiguo
[韩卫国]

CTC

Army

2/16–
8/17

MR Dep. LDR, cont.

MR Dep. LDR
MR/TC
Service CDR/
Dep. (Dual
Hat)

Corps LDR

MR/
Service
TC
HQ
MR/TC
MD
Dep. or Service
MR/TC Dep.
CDR (or
COS
Dep./
COS (NonDep.)
Dual
(incl.
COS
Hat)
PAP)
Beijing
MR

Nanjing MR
Dep.

54th

Army CDR

Army

6/21–

Han Weiguo
[韩卫国]

Army CDR

Army

8/17–
6/21

Li Zuocheng
[李作成]

Army CDR

Army

1/16–
8/17

Dong Jun
[董军]

Navy CDR

Navy

8/21–

Navy CDR

Navy

Navy CDR

Navy

Shen Jinlong
[沈金龙]
Wu Shengli
[吴胜利]
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1/17–
8/21
8/06–
1/17

NDU
Position

Service
PME
Position

Service
HQ
DCOS

MR/TC
DCOS

NDU

Nanjing
MRAF

AF HQ
DCOS
Beijing
MR

12th

Service CDRs (2016–2021), cont.

Service CDRs (2016–2021)
Liu Zhenli
[刘振立]

RF
Base
CDR

47th,
72nd,
82nd

ETC Army

and GSD
Assistant

MD
CDR Group
(or
Army
Dep./ CDR
COS)

Army
HQ
COS,
PAP
Dep.

36th,
65th

Beijing
MR

12th

Chengdu MR
Dep.

Guangzhou
MR

41st
STC
Dep.

Navy
HQ

Navy HQ
DCOS

ESF

STC Navy, SSF

SSF

SSF

ESF

PLANCC
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Appendix 6: Career Progression for Select TC Leader Positions (2016–2021), cont.
Name

Role

Service Dates

MR/TC LDR

MR Dep. LDR, cont.

MR Dep. LDR

MR/
TC
JSD Dep./
TC/
JSD/
MR/TC Service
Dep.
GSD
MR
GSD
CDR/Dep. (Dual MR/TC COS
(NonAssistant to
CDR Dep. Dir.
Hat)
Dual
the COS
Hat)

MD Service HQ
MR/TC
CDR
Dep. or
Service Dep./
(or
COS (incl.
COS
Dep.)
PAP)

STC
Dep.

Shenyang
MRAF COS

MD
CDR
(or
Dep./
COS)

Group
Army
CDR

RF
Base
CDR

Chang
Dingqiu
[常丁求]

Air
Force
CDR

Air
Force

8/21–

Ding
Laihang
[丁来杭]

Air
Force
CDR

Air
Force

8/17–
8/21

NTC AF,
Shenyang MRAF

Ma Xiaotian
[马晓天]

Air
Force
CDR

Air
Force

10/12–
9/17

Nanjing MRAF,
Lanzhou MRAF,
Guangzhou
MRAF COS

Zhou Yaning
[周亚宁]

RF
CDR

RF

8/17–

RF HQ

52, 53

Wei Fenghe
[魏凤和]

RF
CDR

RF

10/12–
8/17

RF HQ
COS

53

JSD Dep.

Li Jun
(TCDL)
[李军]
Shao
Yuanming
(TCDL)
[邵元明]
Wu Ya’nan
(TCDL)
[吴亚男]

JSD
Dep.

RF

12/20–

JSD
Dep.

RF

1/17–

JSD
Dep.

Army

12/20–

Chang
Dingqiu
[常丁求]

JSD
Dep.

Air
Force

12/17–
8/21

Ma Yiming
[马宜明]

JSD
Dep.

Army

1/17–
12/20

Service MR/
HQ
TC
DCOS DCOS

PLAAFCC

AF HQ

AF HQ

SAF
HQ

Joint Staff Dept. Dep. (2016–2021), cont.
RF COS, Dep.

53, 56

53

NTC Army

RF HQ

78th
STC
Dep.

GSD
Assistant

NDU Service PME
Position
Position

Chengdu
MRAF COS

Joint Staff Dept. Dep. (2016–2021)

54

Corps LDR

Jinan MR
COS

Shenyang
MRAF COS
26th
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Appendix 6: Career Progression for Select TC Leader Positions (2016–2021), cont.
Name

Role Service

Dates

MR/TC LDR
TC/
MR
CDR

MR Dep. LDR

JSD Dep./
JSD/
GSD
GSD
Assistant to
Dep. Dir.
the COS

Sun Jianguo
[孙建国]

JSD
Dep.

Navy

1/09–
1/17

Xu Fenlin
[徐粉林]

JSD
Dep.

Army

1/16–
x/17

Wang
Jianping
[王建平]

JSD
Dep.

Army/
PAP

12/15–
8/16

Wang
Guanzhong
[王冠中]

JSD
Dep.

Army

10/12–
1/17

Qi Jianguo
[戚建国]

JSD
Dep.

Army

10/12–
1/17

GSD
Assistant

Yi
Xiaoguang
[乙晓光]

JSD
Dep.

Air
Force

7/14–
8/17

GSD
Assistant

MR/TC
Service
CDR/
Dep.
(Dual
Hat)

MR/TC COS

GSD
Assistant

MR Dep. LDR, cont.
MR/
TC
Dep.
(NonDual
Hat)

MD
CDR
(or
Dep.)

Service
MR/
HQ Dep.
TC
or COS Service
(incl.
Dep./
PAP)
COS

Corps LDR
MD
CDR
(or
Dep./
COS)

Group
RF Base NDU Service PME Service HQ
Army
CDR Position
Position
DCOS
CDR

PLAN
HQ COS
Guangzhou MR
COS

MR/TC
DCOS

PLAN HQ

17th
PAP
COS,
Dep.

12th

Nanjing
MRAF

PLAAFCC

AF HQ

Key: AF: Air Force; CDR: Commander; COS: Chief of Staff; CTC: Central Theater Command; DCOS: Deputy Chief of Staff; Dep.: Deputy; Dept.: Department; Dir.: Director; ESF: East Sea Fleet; ETC: Eastern Theater Command; GSD: General Staff Department; HQ: Headquarters;
JSD: Joint Staff Department; LDR: Leader; MD: Military District; MR: Military Region; MRAF: Military Region Air Force; NSF: North Sea Fleet; NDU: National Defense University (China); NTC: Northern Theater Command; PAP: People’s Armed Police; PLAAF: People’s Liberation
Army Air Force; PLAAFCC: PLA Air Force Command College; PLAN: PLA Navy; PLANCC: PLA Navy Command College; PME: Professional Military Education; RF: Rocket Force; SAF: Second Artillery Force; SSF: South Sea Fleet; STC: Southern Theater Command; TC: Theater
Command; TCDL: Theater Company Deputy Leader;WTC: Western Theater Command.

56

57

58
2

6

36

88

100

Grade Breakdown

67
49
33
71

Job Type Breakdown

53
35
39
54
55
0

Service Breakdown

47

10

4

0

3
12
8
14

5
9
10
23
9
0

8

19th CPC
19th CPC
Congress
Central
Representative Committee
(%)
Alternate (%)
Aggregate

6

80

100

33
24
14
29

21
17
19
31
36
0

22

19th CPC
Central
Committee
Member (%)

24

52

100

55
24
28
14

27
30
39
54
27
0

32

13th NPC
Representative
or Deputy (%)

Key: CMC: Central Military Commission; GSD: General Services Department; JLSF: Joint Logistic Support Force; LDR: Leader; MR: Military Region; SSF: Strategic
Support Force; TC: Theater Command; TCDL: Theater Command Deputy Leader; VC: Vice Chairman.

12

20

12
0
5
14
50

3
14
6
0

CMC/GSDs (33)
Services (51)
TCs (64)
Academic (7)

5
0
6
8
9
0

5

18th Central
Committee
Alternate and
Member (%)

0

15
0
0
0
9
0

Army (75)
Navy (23)
Air Force (31)
Rocket Force (13)
SSF (11)
JLSF (2)

CMC VC,
Member (6)
MR/TC LDR (25)
MR/TCDL LDR
(124)

8

Total Officers: 155

Previous
Provincial
Positions
(%)
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